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| Martin Cathcart Froden |

A bridge takes us from here to there. Only this one 

didn't. It was broken or never !nished, the plans forgot‐

ten in the annals of the council. Which suited her !ne. 

She sat in the cavernous space under it, guarding the 

le bank. Humming strands of music heard from other 

people's cars instead of attending classes. Like a troll 

waiting for her Gruffs she sat smoking, oen lighting 

new with old, touching tip to almost-!lter. She was a 

!sherman with no rod and no wish to catch anything.

In 1972 the blueprint le Brody & Little Architects with 

a round of applause - as usual the highest human 

achievement was greeted by the cro-magnon action of 

people making noise with their body parts. e card‐

board tube was posted by Mr Brody himself, with the 

help of the new secretary, the tall one. e rest of the 

!rm meeting them at the Horse and Trumpet aer, 

jeers and elbows permitted, just today. Proof of postage 

held high, 'Another round please!'

is is the highest point. Only it wasn't. It was, but it 

shouldn't have been. Soon the books would be speaking 

in black again and accounts would stop phoning on line 

two. en something happened: an election (Labour for 

Conservatives or was it the other way around?), a foot‐

ball stadium (the yellow team, which were they again? 

clambered up into Division 2?, 1?), a new hospital? He 

can't remember any more, and the bridge was never !n‐

ished. e books never turned from red and soon Mr 

Brody was being said goodbye to by Mr Little and the 

tall secretary.

e neighbourhood had long ago found other ways to 

get from here to there and back again. Mr Brody never 

found new ways. en came retirement. Now the paper, 

an orange, this coat will do another winter, never the 

Horse and Trumpet. He would walk past the half-

bridge every now and then, one morning even easing 

past the notices and the barbed wire to walk to the 

highest point. No one can say, and he denies any pre‐

meditation, whether he tripped or jumped. But the girl, 

surprising herself, was in the water as soon as he was, 

cigarette extinguished by breast stroke. Mr Brody her 

smallest billy goat. e two of them soon shivering on 

the le bank. 'Must speak to the council about that', he 

says, and she smiles. A bridge takes us from there to 

here.



“A bridge takes us from here to there,” he says pointing 

!ve years into the future with both !ngers crossed. e 

future looks like a particularly good episode of the tele‐

vision sitcom, Friends. e future keeps itself busy with 

cocktail parties, dinner parties and intimate birthday 

parties attended by closely friends and colleagues. We 

are always looking to the future. We do not want to 

spend any more time in the apartment where the only 

excuses are each other and the television/cleaning lady/

pizza boy who doesn’t want to stay for dinner.

“Let’s build ourselves a bridge,” I suggest.

“What sort of bridge?”

“A baby-shaped bridge,” I say. I’ve read in various ladies’ 

magazines that a baby would bring the future, and all its 

!zzy blessings, right to our doorstep. at very night we 

turn the lights out before ten and begin construction.

We build a baby every year, for !een years, carefully 

measuring the distance between one child and the next 

so they progress in strides and stairs, forming a Jacob’s 

ladder to the future and the unfolding life beyond.

Babies make lousy bricks. ey are oddly cut and in‐

clined to collapse under pressure. Baby number 7 

doesn’t !t in. Baby number 9 is a different colour from 

the others. Still, we are excellent bridge builders; cun‐

ning and determined to climb on the backs of our chil‐

dren from the living room sofa to all those future par‐

ties.

is is the highest point.

On the !rst day of the sixteenth year we stand back and 

admire our bridge.

“What a !ne bridge we’ve built,” he says, “all those ba‐

bies have served us well, my Love.”

And I say, “please tell me the bridge is !nished now. e 

future’s here and I want to keep it. I have grown to enjoy 

the company of intelligent others and weekend dinner 

parties. I am too tired and busy to build any more ba‐

bies.”

All is righteous for a decade. On weekends and holidays 

we scramble back and forwards across our baby bridge; 

coasting towards the social future on a wave of birthday 

parties and ballet recitals, High School graduations and 

sleepovers.

e future sits well with us.

He grows thick on other people’s cooking. I discover 

myself attractive to interesting people - both men and 

women - the kind of people I never once met in our 

apartment. e future expands to !t all available space. 

We become lazy bridge builders, taking our bridge for 

granted, expecting the babies to be always underfoot, 

always brickish and compliant. We are the worst kind of 

fools.

Baby number 7 leaves !rst. He has never really !tted in. 

Babies number 11 and 3 quickly follow. e whole 

bridge collapses, babies scattering to all four compass 

points and calculated rebellion.

When the last one leaves we are enjoying a quiet night 

in. is is the shape of things to come. We can see the 

future from our apartment window. So-lawned and 

liquored it haunts us by day and night.

A bridge takes us from there to here.



| Andrew Cattanach |

A bridge takes us form there to there. Interesting, he 

said, making a note of something on the back of a sand‐

wich receipt. It was ARSEHOLE. He had written the 

word ARSEHOLE on the back of a sandwich receipt. It 

was the second time he had done it that day.

Look, I said, which was confusing because his name is 

Luke, I don’t see why I have to explain myself. You’re 

the one who’s got the problem with civic infrastructure.

But this wasn’t entirely true. i had my own reservations 

when it came to roads, dams, sewers, pylons, water 

pipes, ports, canals, telephone wires, railways, distribu‐

tion grids, transmission networks and, of course, 

bridges.

Yes, he said, you’re right. But what about your own 

reservations, he added pointing at me with one of his 

!ngers. When it comes to roads, dams, sewers, pylons, 

water pipes, ports, canals, telephone wires, railways, 

distribution grids, transmission networks and, of 

course, bridges, you harbour as many doubts as me, if 

not perhaps two or three more.

I counted off my doubts using the !ngers of my le 

hand. ey came to !ve, which meant, by Luke’s ac‐

count, he only had two or three of his own. Surely an 

underestimation on his part.

Forget it, he said. And anyway, here’s our lunch 

arriving. is is the highest point. I said this to myself 

while drumming my !ngers on the table. I had heard a 

lot about these sandwiches.

We sat like this for a while, anticipating the waitress. 

Aer several moments passed I stopped drumming and 

looked around at the empty restaurant. e waitress 

was standing outside smoking. When I looked back at 

Luke he just shrugged.

Is she... you know? I asked. Yes, he answered looking 

past me. Irresistible, don’t you think?

I turned again to !nd her staring back at me through 

the glass. She was slowly exhaling smoke over her face 

and into her eyes. She is not unattractive, I thought to 

myself.

I would, I said. I have, he added. Could I? I asked.

Of course, he said, and he gestured for her to come 

over. I started drumming my !ngers on the table again, 

shiing my weight from one buttock to another and 

then back again. I thought of blocked drains, power 

cuts and downed pylons. I imagined stinking canals, 

silted with plastic bags and unwanted children; motor‐

ways congested with row upon row of irritable com‐

muters. I pictured faulty signals, burnt-out street lights, 

collapsed underpasses, buckled railway lines, sewers 

over&owing with tissue papers and sanitary towels. I 

thought of high bridges breaking into pieces under their 

own weight and falling into deep picturesque valleys, 

killing dozens upon dozens of families.

Luke readied his pen and sandwich receipt. Go on, he 

said. Let’s hear it.

I looked around the restaurant. e waitress was 

nowhere to be seen. I realised Luke had duped me 

again. It was the third time he had done it that day.

Go on, he repeated. Say it. He held the pen above the 

receipt anticipating the !rst letter.

I opened my mouth and said the words. A bridge takes 

us from there to here.



| Greame Rae |

Bricks

You poke, turn, study, weigh those chunks you're able 

to retrieve. You !nd them fragile, malleable. You can 

even squash a few at a time into one of those moulds 

you have lying around – turn out some regular-shaped, 

manageable idea-bricks. Ideas you can juggle, strap dy‐

namite to or launch on experimental trajectories at dis‐

tant acquaintances. Momentum is gathering! Your spirit 

awakens! (is is the high point). Do not be distracted 

by irrelevancies such as aching hunger, menacing credi‐

tors or the farewell note from a lover proclaiming ne‐

glect. You shall spurn past-times which promise imme‐

diate grati!cation. Flossing, masturbation, surrender to 

LCD screens, pastries, writing courses, the immediate 

scrubbing of suspicious surfaces and crying may all be‐

come full-blown addictions. Do, however, document 

any potential descent into madness for the raw material 

archive.

A bridge takes us from here to there. One arch at a 

time.

Raw Material

One day, while strip mining, something subterranean is 

snagged or struck by mistake. An old wound such as 

what was said that night. Or what was done or what 

wasn't but could have been or that couldn't have. You 

rake the fragments, stir them into solution for observa‐

tions. Appearance? Cloudy, dark with straw, &int, ma‐

nure. Taste? Bittersweet like strychnine with stale fruc‐

tose. You whip faster and faster until a vortex spins 

where strange new material precipitates. Motley chunks 

of it &y up and out to the surface scattering across grey 

matter. Some hide-out, form factions: plot while wear‐

ing berets and smoking. Some are hard workers, polite. 

Others – the compulsive exhibitionists – &irt with the 

wonky and !re distress &ares for kicks.

Construction

Do not rush your arch. Allow the passing of sufficient 

time for your own mortality to loom up !nally and 

strike you as a petrifying certainty (oen around 42). 

is sharpens the eye and lends valuable urgency. Tra‐

ditionally the idea-bricks are !rst assembled in a loose, 

A4 formation. Next – beginning always at one end, 

both ends or the middle (you will quickly discover 

which of these is impossible) – haul each brick into the 

position dictated by its shape. Impost, springer, 

voussoir, or keystone. Now place it somewhere incor‐

rect. Note the distortion. Understand this. Replace it. 

Inspect the structure regularly for weakness. Repeat. 

Stretch sinew and blister. Grit your teeth. Sweat. Do not 

give up until one day, at last, you sense it is done: the 

arch is complete. Now step back.

ere Stands Your Labour!

A strong beginning: a stable platform. A graceful leap 

of the arch across empty space, where gravity is defeat‐

ed and trans!guration truly begins. Like an unanswer‐

able question asked of the clear blue sky or a breath 

held in hope it keeps rising until a de turn, a skilful 

slope, returns it gently unto the earth.

... So went the plan. But the construction is shoddy, the 

bricks crumbling, the raw materials corrupt. It will not 

stand without love and so, again, we will begin again. 

Unafraid.

A bridge takes us from there to here.



| Richie McCaffery |
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| Rose Ruane |

Bless e Child

A bridge takes us from here to there. Mark shis ner‐

vously on the edge of the couch trying not to think of it. 

Not today. e cream leather squeaks beneath his shiny 

suit eliciting a scowl from Lara. e baby looks up at 

them, pale eyes bulging. ey have not made a pretty 

child.

e baby is red faced, straining. Lara turns her glare on 

him and sighs. is day is already failing to conform to 

her expectations. She carefully adjusts her huge lilac 

hat, hoisting the baby onto her shoulder like a hod full 

of bricks. His blank regard sweeps his father from the 

frilled depths of his lace christening garment.

Lara delights in occasion. She smiles at her best self in 

the mirror. She frowns at Mark’s re&ection. Behind her, 

in front of her. He’s doing that thing with his hands 

again. “Mark.” She says. He carries on playing the blank 

air between his hands like a squeezebox. She knows 

what is coming. What is coming can fuck itself. is is 

her day. And the baby’s of course. is is the highest 

point.

He can’t stop thinking of it. He spreads his hands, ac‐

commodating the square ghost, assuring himself that 

the object once existed. As if there was any doubt. As if. 

He closes his hands, acutely aware of the air being dis‐

placed as he brings the palms together. “Stop it.” Says 

Lara. “Stop it."

She imagines the vaulted interior of the church. Sun 

casting colours from the windows onto the &ags like 

wedding confetti. Her parents proud. Nowhere in this 

vision is there room for Mark’s shit. It was so long ago. 

So long before her. She has offered him the gi of her‐

self and this life. Wasted her !gure on the baby.

He changed his life in a !t of mild science. e rock was 

trivial in his hands and abstract as it fell. He realised far 

too late its profound solidity as it shattered the wind‐

screen of the mini metro.

irty !ve years later, rotating it in his mind he can re‐

call with remarkable accuracy that half breezeblock, 

scabs of mortar clinging to its edges, sitting in the mid‐

dle of the pedestrian footbridge waiting for someone, 

no, not someone – him to recognise its latent aptitude 

for violence.

e baby wriggles. Its strict carapace of antique tatting 

emits an insect snicker as the pink grub at the centre of 

it starts to wail. Mark is rocking. e mini metro liing 

and twisting like a dream of &ying. He took off running. 

Somewhere very far away Lara is screaming at him to 

stop this. He is seven years old and his curiosity has 

killed a history teacher from Coventry and his wife.

Lara handcuffs his wrists with her bony hands. “Mark.” 

She says. But he is lost. e past is nearer to him now 

than she is. Despite Lara’s best efforts the breezeblock 

has smashed its way through thirty !ve years. A bridge 

takes us from there to here.
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